
Availability : 
Year-round (Group bookings from  
September to June)
St Dominic’s  13 July to 10 August 2020
Age Range : 11 to 17 (7+ for closed group 
bookings)
Class Location : Flagship school in Harrow or 
St Dominic’s 
Accommodation : Homestay, hotel and  
residence
Placement test on arrival
Certificate of achievement on departure

Many schools offer workshops and standard English lessons, but very few can offer the integrated experience that we do, through our unique project 
based Go Create! English syllabus, taught by dynamic and inspirational teachers. This exciting programme of themed lessons covers different aspects 
of popular culture and has been designed to offer students the highest level of experiential learning.

The Go Create! English Syllabus
 > The Go Create! English syllabus enables students to produce written and spoken English inspired by the creative arts. This unique programme 

is designed and updated by English language teachers who have professional backgrounds in the film production, music and web design 
industries. 

 > Students learn English through interactive and creative projects.  This is an excellent way to encourage students from different countries to 
communicate in an easy and natural manner. The syllabus helps students improve their overall English language competence, in particular, 
speaking fluency, with pronunciation integrated into classroom activities.

 > Each school day has a tangible outcome allowing students to take samples of their work home and to share them with their parents and 
friends. These include recordings, videos, posters, podcasts and so much more…

 > Dedicated syllabi for Go Create! Primary (7-10), Go Create! (A2 to B2) and Advanced levels, with projects suited to the ability and age of the 
students. 

RATED AS BEST BUY CENTRE & TOP QUALITY HOMESTAY PROGRAMME IN LONDON

KKCL LONDON HARROW 
THIS LEAFY SUBURB OF NORTH WEST LONDON IS PERFECT FOR LONDON 
HOMESTAYS AND IS AVAILABLE YEAR-ROUND FOR GROUPS WHO WOULD 
LIKE A TAILOR-MADE KKCL JUNIORS EXPERIENCE.



How We Teach:
 > Throughout the course, Task Based & Project 

Based Teaching and Learning methodology is used 
to help students develop their 21st Century skills 
of Collaboration, Creativity, Critical Thinking and 
Intercultural Competence

 > Teaching techniques to utilise multimedia and film 
adaptations of classic novels are used as scaffolding to 
help students engage with literary texts in a modern 
era of technology. There is a focus on understanding 
British Culture through literature as a mirror of society. 
Students explore alternative uses of written texts, 
developing their speaking, listening, reading and writing 
skills 

 > Each day, students work on a variety of tasks, building 
up to a bigger project at the end of the day to showcase 
students’ improved language skills and cultural 
understanding

 > Drama teaching techniques used during the lessons are 
aimed at increasing students’ confidence to help them 
become better communicators in English

 > Teacher guided peer and self-assessment is 
incorporated into the syllabus, with self-evaluation 
strategies used throughout the course to measure 
students’ progress, and to raise awareness about the 
importance of students’ taking control of their own 
learning  

With Go Create! English students can have fun 
learning English and learn new skills too!

Cultural & Extra-Curricular Programme 
We make every minute of the Go Create! English experience 
a teachable moment! There is a direct link between classroom 
based learning experience and the places students visit during 
their stay.  Activity Leaders and Homestay Hosts are trained 
in basic teaching techniques to facilitate conversations with 
students so that every opportunity for learning is taken.

Visits to places of historic and cultural interest around London 
will broaden students’ knowledge of the UK, whilst giving 
them first hand experience of modern as well as historic ways 
of British life, which will complement their language learning 
and create memorable experiences to take back to their own 
country.

Young Talent Festival 2020
Students attending KKCL Juniors Summer School Programme, 
will have a unique opportunity to participate in our international 
Young Talent Festival, followed by an after show party. This 
all day event, held at Harrow School’s Ryan Theatre with 
the support of the Mayor of London, is packed with learning, 
performance and showcasing opportunities for young talents 
from all around the world.

For full details, please visit the Young Talent Festival website 
at https://www.youngtalentfestival.com.

New for 2020 - Free Methodology 
Courses for Group Leaders! 
Group Leaders are invited to join free methodology courses, 
such as CLIL, the 21st Century Classroom, Inclusion & Special 
Needs, Creative Ways of Teaching Literature and Mentoring 
New Teachers. All programmes include observations of 
experienced KKCL teachers, followed by guided feedback 
sessions, offering Group Leaders an opportunity to take part 
in the Go Create! English curriculum design.  At the end of the 
programme Group Leaders will receive:

• Certificate of Completion

• Reading list for further development 

• Discount voucher for the 2020 EdYouFest Teacher 
Conference 

• Invitation to join our online community of teachers, to share 
teaching ideas and make friends with teachers from around 
the world

Exam Preparation for Groups
We prepare closed groups of students for Trinity, Language Cert, 
TELC and Cambridge exams as required. Generally, these exams 
will take place on the final day of school. We are a registered 
examination centre for Trinity, Language Cert and TELC. 


